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Target | 3NF in many-nucleon systems

Shell model + state-of-the-art nuclear force

What’s New:
Proper treatment of 3NF  

for shell model 

2-nucleon force 3-nucleon force

+

From chiral effective field theory
Machleidt & Entem, PR 503, 1 (2011)

Mechanism?  
How strong? How contributes? 

Unresolved!
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Realistic shell model (RSM)
= Shell model (valence space) with a realistic force

Valence-space diagonalization
ab initio

Configurations
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Shell model

Hartree-Fock

Diagonalization of Hamiltonian 
within valence model space


using harmonic-oscillator bases

Theoretical framework | Realistic shell model

Applicable to heavier systems
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Realistic Hamiltonian

Chiral 3NF 
at N2LO

Single-particle

energy

Chiral 2NF

at N3LO 
+ Coulomb

Shell-model framework

Coraggio +, AP 327, 2125 (2012)

Many-body  
perturbation theory

Diagonalization 

Effective Hamiltonian
Eigenvalues 
Eigenvectors

Diagonalizationab initio NCSM

RSM:  
Our framework

No empirical inputs 
for shell-model calc.

Theoretical framework | Shell-model Hamiltonian 5



RSM calculations | Numerical details

Low-energy constants (  MeV)Λ = 500 Model space

Standard 1-major shell 
 

(+ a lowest orbit  
    of higher shell 
    if necessary)

Many-body perturbation theory (degenerate)

2NF: Up to 3rd-order folded-diagram expansion 
3NF: Up to 1st-order (normal-order approx.)

Coraggio + AP 327, 2125 (2012) 
Roth +, PRL 109 , 052501 (2012)

2NF (N3LO): Determined from 
                    NN scattering up to 300 MeV


3NF (N2LO): Determined from 
                    3H- and 3He binding energies

Navrátil +, PRL 99, 042501 (2007)

Entem & Machleidt, PRC 68, 041001(R) (2003)
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Achievements

Coraggio +, PRC 102, 054326 (2020) 
Coraggio +, PRC 104, 054304 (2021)

Towards Ca- and Ti-drip lines
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III. RESULTS

In our previous study about nuclei belonging to 0f1p
shell, we have evidenced the crucial role played by the
NNN component of nuclear Hamiltonians derived by
way of ChPT, in order to provide SP energies and
TBMEs that may reproduce the shell evolution as ob-
served from the experiment [18]. We have seen that SP
energies and TBMEs of He↵ derived only from the NN

component own deficient monopole components, which
cannot provide the shell closures at N = 28 for both
48Ca and 56Ni.

On the above grounds, in our present work we are going
to deal only with He↵s that are derived with NN and
NNN components.
We start showing in Table II our calculated two-

neutron separation energies up to 70Ca, compared with
the available experimental data [10, 11, 40]. As previ-
ously mentioned, the neutron SP energies reported in
Table I are shifted to reproduce the experimental g.s.
energy of 41Ca with respect to 40Ca.

The results of our calculations, performed by way of
the shell-model code ANTOINE [36], are also presented
in Fig. 4 (black diamonds) to compare them with those
we have obtained in Ref. [18] where the model space we
have employed does not include the 0g9/2 orbital (blue
triangles). We report the experimental values as red dots.
We note that closure properties, related to the filling

of SP orbitals, are reflected in the behavior of both ex-
perimental and theoretical S2n.
As can be seen, data and calculated values show a

rather flat behavior up to N = 28, then a sudden drop
occurs at N = 30 that is a signature of the shell clo-
sure due to the 0f7/2 filling. Another decrease appears
at N = 34 because at that point the valence neutrons
start to occupy the 1p1/2 and 0f5/2 orbitals. Then, from
N = 36 on, the calculated curve is rather flat matching
the filling of 0f5/2, 0g9/2 orbitals.

The results obtained with both model spaces, the one
considered in present work with five neutron orbitals and
the other with four orbitals from Ref. [18], follow closely
the behavior of the experimental S2n up to N = 34, while
those obtained in our previous work provide an energy
drop between N = 34 and 36 much stronger than the
observed one.
This shell-closure properties of calcium isotopes can

obviously be also observed in the evolution of the excita-
tion energies of the yrast J⇡ = 2+ states with respect to
the number of neutrons N , as reported in Fig. 5.
It is noteworthy to observe that we obtain a better

agreement with experiment by including the 0g9/2 or-
bital. In fact, within such a model space, we better
reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
bound calcium isotopes at least up to N = 50. Actu-
ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
in contrast with data, a raise of the excitation energy of
the J

⇡ = 2+1 state between N = 32 and 34, and predict
the calcium drip line located at N = 38 at variance with

the recent observation of a bound 60Ca [2].
This testifies the need of a model space larger than the

standard one spanned by the 0f1p orbitals to perform a
reliable investigation of heaviest calcium isotopes.
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
taken from [10, 11, 40]. See text for details.

FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
the yrast J

⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.

It is now worth recalling that in the Introduction we
mentioned about the role that continuum states may play
in isotopic chains approaching their drip lines. In a recent
paper we investigated the neutron drip line of oxygen iso-
topes [43], which is experimentally placed at N = 24, by
writing the many-body Hamiltonian in the Berggren ba-
sis and deriving a He↵ , built up in terms of the present
chiral NN and NNN potentials, that accounts for con-
tinuum states. We have observed that this adds an addi-
tional repulsive e↵ect to the one provided by the NNN

component of the nuclear potential, and leads to a better
agreement with experiment too.
A similar procedure might be employed also to study

calcium isotopes, but the present limits of our compu-
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FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
the yrast J

⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.
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Experimental and theoretical efforts

Towards drip line | Ca isotopes
the LISEþþ abrasion-ablation model and the Qg system-
atics, with masses calculated with the GXPF1B5 shell-
model interaction [9,13]. The 60Ca production exceeds
the prediction based on EPAX 3 [20] by a factor of 10.

The production cross sections and momentum distributions
for all neutron-rich nuclei observed here will be the subject
of a forthcoming publication [21]. Of special note are two
points: (i) the observation of 62Sc at these beam energies
and with a light target, for which the production involves a
net 9 proton stripping and one neutron pick-up and (ii) the
nonobservation of 55Ar, that had an expected yield of 3þ2

−1
counts based on Qg systematics [22] and yields measured
here. This corresponds to a 95:0þ4.3

−8.6% probability (Poisson
statistics) of the unobserved isotope being unbound.
Discussion.—The observation of 59;60Ca demonstrates

that the ab initio models [3] that predict them unbound are
missing aspects that lead to more binding for neutron-rich
nuclei. Certain other models do better at reproducing the
new isotopes observed in this study. We compare the
observation of particle stability in the neutron-rich region
for the elements with 11 ≤ Z ≤ 21 with the predictions of a
number of mass models. In a first step, 35 mass models and
mass tables were considered: AME mass tables [23,24]
with extrapolations using the LISEþþ liquid-drop model
(LDM1) [25], theWeizsäcker-Skyrme (WS) [26] and finite-
range droplet (FRDM) [27,28] macroscopic-microscopic
mass formulas, the TUYY and KTUY empirical mass
formulas [29,30], a series of nonrelativistic Hartree-
Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) mass models (HFB-9,17,21-32
[6–8,31,32], six of the EDFs discussed in Ref. [5] and the
Gogny-HFB model [33]), relativistic mean-field (RMF)
models [10], and a shell model based on effective inter-
actions fitted in the neutron fp shell GXPF1B and

FIG. 2. Z versus A=q PID plot for nuclei observed in the
measurement reported here. The limit of previously observed
nuclei is indicated by the red solid line.

FIG. 3. The region of the chart of nuclides studied in this work. Nuclei highlighted by the red background were discovered in this
work; green squares denote nuclei discovered at the NSCL since 2007 [12,13,22,36]. The neutron drip lines predicted by the HFB-22
[7], UNEDF1 [35], and WS4RBF [26] mass models are indicated by the blue dotted, red solid, and green dashed lines, respectively. The
model WS4RBF appears to underestimate the bindings of isotopes in this region. HFB-22 and UNEDF1 seem to better predict the drip
line. The inset shows the predicted S2n values for even neutron-rich calcium isotopes.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 022501 (2018)

022501-3

in the Ca region. In this respect UNEDF0þ GP is superior,
see Table S1 in the SM. We emphasize that conditioning
with respect to these three nuclei corresponds actually to
conditioning over the observed nuclei in the whole Ca
region, since other experimentally-observed isotopes
are predicted to be bound by the global models considered.
The values of pex obtained in this way are shown in
Fig. 3(b).
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the nucleus 68Ca is expected

to be bound. However, as seen in Fig. 2, S2n approaches
zero very gradually; this results in a spread of predictions of
individual models. According to the average pex, 61Ca and
71Ti are expected to be 1n unstable while the 2n drip line
extends all the way to 72Ca and 78Ti. The nucleus 59K—for
which one event was registered in Ref. [5]—is expected to
be firmly neutron bound. By comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)
one can immediately assess the impact of the discovery of
52Cl, 53Ar, and 49S on drip-line predictions: the 2n drip line
obtained with posterior weights generally extends by two
neutron numbers for odd-Z chains.
Conclusions.—In summary, in this Letter we quantified

the neutron stability of the nucleus in terms of its existence
probability pex, i.e., the Bayesian posterior probability that
the neutron separation energy is positive. Our results are
fairly consistent with recent experimental findings [5]: 60Ca

is expected to be well bound with S2n ≈ 5 MeV while 49S,
52Cl, and 53Ar are marginally bound threshold systems.
We emphasize that the nuclear model itself is not capable
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The Bayesian model averaging employed in this Letter

is based on global DFT or mean-field models. Therefore
the computed probabilities of existence are conditional
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A-body methods based on realistic internucleon inter-
actions calculate the two-neutron drip line at 60Ca. Since
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data points to extrapolate with reasonable certainty, A-body
models are not yet amenable to statistical analysis as the
corresponding global mass tables are difficult to compute.
It will be extremely valuable to apply a Bayesian uncer-
tainty quantification analysis to A-body mass tables when
those become available.
The extrapolation outcomes discussed in this Letter will

be tested by experimental data from rare-isotope facilities.

FIG. 3. Posterior probability of existence of neutron-rich nuclei in the Ca region averaged over all models. Top: Uniform model
averaging. Bottom: Averaging using posterior weights [Eq. (1)] constrained by the existence of 52Cl, 53Ar, and 49S. The range of nuclei
with experimentally known masses is marked by a yellow line. The red line marks the limit of nuclear domain that has been
experimentally observed; nuclei to the right of the red line await discovery. The estimated drip line that separates the pex > 0.5 and
pex < 0.5 regions is indicated by a blue line.
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tens of keV—well beyond current levels of precision—can
make the difference between an isotope being bound or
unbound. Therefore, an assessment of theoretical uncer-
tainty is mandatory for any meaningful drip line prediction.
Ab initio methods present an appealing framework for
uncertainty quantification: one begins with the most gen-
eral Lagrangian compatible with the applicable sym-
metries, organized by a systematically improvable power
counting, then solves the nuclear many-body problem
within a controlled and systematically improvable approxi-
mation scheme, propagating all uncertainties. Such a
prescription has not yet been achieved in practice, so for
the present we use a comparison with known data to
calibrate a physically motivated model for the error. Recent
work in a similar spirit has applied Bayesian machine
learning algorithms to global mass models [10,41,42]. The
main advantages of our current approach are (i) the
predictions should not be biased towards measured data,
because they were not fit to any data beyond helium and
(ii) the predictions can be benchmarked where the proton
and neutron drip lines are known experimentally (mass
models are typically applied to Z ≳ 8).
In the VS-IMSRG, a valence-space Hamiltonian of

tractable dimension is decoupled from the larger Hilbert
space via an approximate unitary transformation. We begin
in a harmonic-oscillator basis of 15 major shells (i.e.,
e ¼ 2nþ l ≤ emax ¼ 14) with an imposed cut of e1 þ e2 þ
e3 ≤ E3Max ¼ 16 for 3N matrix elements. The resulting
ground-state energies are converged to better than a few

hundred keV with respect to these truncations, and we
perform extrapolations in emax to obtain infrared conver-
gence [43,44]. Transforming to the Hartree-Fock basis, we
capture effects of 3N interactions between valence nucleons
via the ensemble normal ordering of Ref. [35]. We then use
the Magnus formulation of the IMSRG [29,45], truncating
all operators at the normal-ordered two-body level—the
IMSRG(2) approximation—to generate approximate
unitary transformations that decouple the core energy
and valence-space Hamiltonian for each nucleus to be
calculated.
By default, we employ a so-called 0ℏω valence space,

where valence nucleons occupy the appropriate single
major harmonic-oscillator shell (e.g., for 8 < NðZÞ < 20
the sd shell, 20 < NðZÞ < 40 the pf shell, etc.). At
NðZÞ ¼ 2, 8, 20, 40, we do not decouple a neutron (proton)
valence space, and no explicit neutron (proton) excitations
are allowed in the calculation. We discuss exceptions to this
below. Finally the resulting valence-space Hamiltonians are
diagonalized with the NuShellX@MSU shell-model code [46]
(with the exception of a few of the heaviest Ca, Sc, and Ti
isotopes, which were computed with the m-scheme code
Kshell [47]).
We thus calculate ground (and excited) states of all

nuclei from helium to iron, except those for which the shell-
model diagonalization is beyond our computational limits.
For the input NNþ 3N interaction, we use the potential
labeled 1.8=2.0 (EM) in Refs. [17,48], where the 3N
couplings were fit to the 3H binding energy and the 4He

FIG. 1. Calculated probabilities for given isotopes to be bound with respect to one- or two-neutron (proton) removal. The gray region
indicates nuclei that have been calculated, while the height of the boxes corresponds to the estimated probability that a given nucleus is
bound with respect to one- or two-neutron (proton) removal in the neutron-rich (deficient) region of the chart. The inset shows the
residuals with experimental ground-state energies.
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III. RESULTS

In our previous study about nuclei belonging to 0f1p
shell, we have evidenced the crucial role played by the
NNN component of nuclear Hamiltonians derived by
way of ChPT, in order to provide SP energies and
TBMEs that may reproduce the shell evolution as ob-
served from the experiment [18]. We have seen that SP
energies and TBMEs of He↵ derived only from the NN

component own deficient monopole components, which
cannot provide the shell closures at N = 28 for both
48Ca and 56Ni.

On the above grounds, in our present work we are going
to deal only with He↵s that are derived with NN and
NNN components.
We start showing in Table II our calculated two-

neutron separation energies up to 70Ca, compared with
the available experimental data [10, 11, 40]. As previ-
ously mentioned, the neutron SP energies reported in
Table I are shifted to reproduce the experimental g.s.
energy of 41Ca with respect to 40Ca.

The results of our calculations, performed by way of
the shell-model code ANTOINE [36], are also presented
in Fig. 4 (black diamonds) to compare them with those
we have obtained in Ref. [18] where the model space we
have employed does not include the 0g9/2 orbital (blue
triangles). We report the experimental values as red dots.
We note that closure properties, related to the filling

of SP orbitals, are reflected in the behavior of both ex-
perimental and theoretical S2n.
As can be seen, data and calculated values show a

rather flat behavior up to N = 28, then a sudden drop
occurs at N = 30 that is a signature of the shell clo-
sure due to the 0f7/2 filling. Another decrease appears
at N = 34 because at that point the valence neutrons
start to occupy the 1p1/2 and 0f5/2 orbitals. Then, from
N = 36 on, the calculated curve is rather flat matching
the filling of 0f5/2, 0g9/2 orbitals.

The results obtained with both model spaces, the one
considered in present work with five neutron orbitals and
the other with four orbitals from Ref. [18], follow closely
the behavior of the experimental S2n up to N = 34, while
those obtained in our previous work provide an energy
drop between N = 34 and 36 much stronger than the
observed one.
This shell-closure properties of calcium isotopes can

obviously be also observed in the evolution of the excita-
tion energies of the yrast J⇡ = 2+ states with respect to
the number of neutrons N , as reported in Fig. 5.
It is noteworthy to observe that we obtain a better

agreement with experiment by including the 0g9/2 or-
bital. In fact, within such a model space, we better
reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
bound calcium isotopes at least up to N = 50. Actu-
ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
in contrast with data, a raise of the excitation energy of
the J

⇡ = 2+1 state between N = 32 and 34, and predict
the calcium drip line located at N = 38 at variance with

the recent observation of a bound 60Ca [2].
This testifies the need of a model space larger than the

standard one spanned by the 0f1p orbitals to perform a
reliable investigation of heaviest calcium isotopes.
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
taken from [10, 11, 40]. See text for details.

FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
the yrast J

⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.

It is now worth recalling that in the Introduction we
mentioned about the role that continuum states may play
in isotopic chains approaching their drip lines. In a recent
paper we investigated the neutron drip line of oxygen iso-
topes [43], which is experimentally placed at N = 24, by
writing the many-body Hamiltonian in the Berggren ba-
sis and deriving a He↵ , built up in terms of the present
chiral NN and NNN potentials, that accounts for con-
tinuum states. We have observed that this adds an addi-
tional repulsive e↵ect to the one provided by the NNN

component of the nuclear potential, and leads to a better
agreement with experiment too.
A similar procedure might be employed also to study

calcium isotopes, but the present limits of our compu-
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⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.
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to 50. See text for details.
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in contrast with data, a raise of the excitation energy of
the J

⇡ = 2+1 state between N = 32 and 34, and predict
the calcium drip line located at N = 38 at variance with

the recent observation of a bound 60Ca [2].
This testifies the need of a model space larger than the

standard one spanned by the 0f1p orbitals to perform a
reliable investigation of heaviest calcium isotopes.

FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
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⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.
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topes [43], which is experimentally placed at N = 24, by
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sis and deriving a He↵ , built up in terms of the present
chiral NN and NNN potentials, that accounts for con-
tinuum states. We have observed that this adds an addi-
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component of the nuclear potential, and leads to a better
agreement with experiment too.
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way of ChPT, in order to provide SP energies and
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served from the experiment [18]. We have seen that SP
energies and TBMEs of He↵ derived only from the NN

component own deficient monopole components, which
cannot provide the shell closures at N = 28 for both
48Ca and 56Ni.
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to deal only with He↵s that are derived with NN and
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Table I are shifted to reproduce the experimental g.s.
energy of 41Ca with respect to 40Ca.

The results of our calculations, performed by way of
the shell-model code ANTOINE [36], are also presented
in Fig. 4 (black diamonds) to compare them with those
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at N = 34 because at that point the valence neutrons
start to occupy the 1p1/2 and 0f5/2 orbitals. Then, from
N = 36 on, the calculated curve is rather flat matching
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The results obtained with both model spaces, the one
considered in present work with five neutron orbitals and
the other with four orbitals from Ref. [18], follow closely
the behavior of the experimental S2n up to N = 34, while
those obtained in our previous work provide an energy
drop between N = 34 and 36 much stronger than the
observed one.

This shell-closure properties of calcium isotopes can
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reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
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ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
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those obtained in our previous work provide an energy
drop between N = 34 and 36 much stronger than the
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tion energies of the yrast J⇡ = 2+ states with respect to
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It is noteworthy to observe that we obtain a better

agreement with experiment by including the 0g9/2 or-
bital. In fact, within such a model space, we better
reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
bound calcium isotopes at least up to N = 50. Actu-
ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
in contrast with data, a raise of the excitation energy of
the J

⇡ = 2+1 state between N = 32 and 34, and predict
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to 50. See text for details.

It is now worth recalling that in the Introduction we
mentioned about the role that continuum states may play
in isotopic chains approaching their drip lines. In a recent
paper we investigated the neutron drip line of oxygen iso-
topes [43], which is experimentally placed at N = 24, by
writing the many-body Hamiltonian in the Berggren ba-
sis and deriving a He↵ , built up in terms of the present
chiral NN and NNN potentials, that accounts for con-
tinuum states. We have observed that this adds an addi-
tional repulsive e↵ect to the one provided by the NNN

component of the nuclear potential, and leads to a better
agreement with experiment too.

A similar procedure might be employed also to study
calcium isotopes, but the present limits of our compu-
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Bound 60Ca:  
Consistent with experiment

Coraggio+, PRC 102, 054326 (2020)

Tarasov +, PRL 121, 022501 (2018)

Bound 70Ca: 
Consistent with other predictions


Density functional theories

Bayesian analysis

Valence-space in-medium SRG

Kortelainen +, PRC 85, 024304 (2012), Goriely +, PRC 88, 024308 (2013), Wang +, PLB 734, 215 (2014) 
Neufcourt +, PRL 122, 062502 (2019), Stroberg +, PRL 126, 022501 (2021)

We also predict 
bound 70Ti.

Coraggio+, Phys. Rev. C  
104, 054304 (2021)
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Significant 3NF effect
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Vital 3NF contributions to monopole interaction
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In our previous study about nuclei belonging to 0f1p
shell, we have evidenced the crucial role played by the
NNN component of nuclear Hamiltonians derived by
way of ChPT, in order to provide SP energies and
TBMEs that may reproduce the shell evolution as ob-
served from the experiment [18]. We have seen that SP
energies and TBMEs of He↵ derived only from the NN

component own deficient monopole components, which
cannot provide the shell closures at N = 28 for both
48Ca and 56Ni.

On the above grounds, in our present work we are going
to deal only with He↵s that are derived with NN and
NNN components.
We start showing in Table II our calculated two-

neutron separation energies up to 70Ca, compared with
the available experimental data [10, 11, 40]. As previ-
ously mentioned, the neutron SP energies reported in
Table I are shifted to reproduce the experimental g.s.
energy of 41Ca with respect to 40Ca.

The results of our calculations, performed by way of
the shell-model code ANTOINE [36], are also presented
in Fig. 4 (black diamonds) to compare them with those
we have obtained in Ref. [18] where the model space we
have employed does not include the 0g9/2 orbital (blue
triangles). We report the experimental values as red dots.
We note that closure properties, related to the filling

of SP orbitals, are reflected in the behavior of both ex-
perimental and theoretical S2n.
As can be seen, data and calculated values show a

rather flat behavior up to N = 28, then a sudden drop
occurs at N = 30 that is a signature of the shell clo-
sure due to the 0f7/2 filling. Another decrease appears
at N = 34 because at that point the valence neutrons
start to occupy the 1p1/2 and 0f5/2 orbitals. Then, from
N = 36 on, the calculated curve is rather flat matching
the filling of 0f5/2, 0g9/2 orbitals.

The results obtained with both model spaces, the one
considered in present work with five neutron orbitals and
the other with four orbitals from Ref. [18], follow closely
the behavior of the experimental S2n up to N = 34, while
those obtained in our previous work provide an energy
drop between N = 34 and 36 much stronger than the
observed one.
This shell-closure properties of calcium isotopes can

obviously be also observed in the evolution of the excita-
tion energies of the yrast J⇡ = 2+ states with respect to
the number of neutrons N , as reported in Fig. 5.
It is noteworthy to observe that we obtain a better

agreement with experiment by including the 0g9/2 or-
bital. In fact, within such a model space, we better
reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
bound calcium isotopes at least up to N = 50. Actu-
ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
in contrast with data, a raise of the excitation energy of
the J

⇡ = 2+1 state between N = 32 and 34, and predict
the calcium drip line located at N = 38 at variance with

the recent observation of a bound 60Ca [2].
This testifies the need of a model space larger than the

standard one spanned by the 0f1p orbitals to perform a
reliable investigation of heaviest calcium isotopes.
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
taken from [10, 11, 40]. See text for details.

FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
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⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.

It is now worth recalling that in the Introduction we
mentioned about the role that continuum states may play
in isotopic chains approaching their drip lines. In a recent
paper we investigated the neutron drip line of oxygen iso-
topes [43], which is experimentally placed at N = 24, by
writing the many-body Hamiltonian in the Berggren ba-
sis and deriving a He↵ , built up in terms of the present
chiral NN and NNN potentials, that accounts for con-
tinuum states. We have observed that this adds an addi-
tional repulsive e↵ect to the one provided by the NNN

component of the nuclear potential, and leads to a better
agreement with experiment too.
A similar procedure might be employed also to study

calcium isotopes, but the present limits of our compu-
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
taken from [10, 11, 40]. See text for details.

FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
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⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.
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agreement with experiment too.
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Courtesy: T. Uesaka

Spin-orbit splitting | Microscopic origin

Microscopic origins of spin-orbit coupling
26

NN LS interaction 
    σ and ω exchange 
       isoscaler in nature

3N force

Scheerbaum, Nucl. Phys. A 257 (1976) 77. 
Ando and Bando, Prog. Theor. Phys. 66 (1981) 227. 
Pieper and Pandharipande, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1993) 2541. 

Tensor force

“Spin-orbit coupling in heavy nuclei” 
Fujita and Miyazawa, PTP 17 (1957) 366.

Wigner & Feingold, PR 79 (1950) 221. 
Terasawa, PTP 23 (1960) 87.

Microscopic origin 
→ Particularly 3NFNOT fully  

understood
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Closure property | p-shell nuclei

Effective single-particle energies (ESPEs)

Better closure properties

Fukui +, PRC 98, 044305 (2018)

= SPEs modified by average 2NF (+3NF)
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Ma +, PRC 100, 034324 (2019)

Closure property | pf-shell nuclei

Ni isotopes

Exp

2NF

2NF+3NF

2NF: Fails

3NF: Consistent with experimental data. 
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Spin-orbit splitting and 3NF

2NF (SO + tensor) + 3NF

0p1/2

0p3/2
60p

Spin-orbit splitting stabilized by 3NF
1p1/2
0f5/2

0f7/2

1p3/2280f

1p

2NF (SO + tensor) + 3NF

D
ow

nloaded from
 https://academ

ic.oup.com
/ptp/article-abstract/17/3/366/1856372 by guest on 23 April 2020

Revisit Fujita & Miyazawa (1957)

Mechanism?
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Spin-orbit splitting and 3NF | Tensorial structure

Tensorial structure of chiral N2LO 3NF

Contact Central

1" +  
contact Central + Tensor

2" Central + Spin orbit + Tensor + Rank 3

Preliminary!!

New decomposition formalism!
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Cumulative calculations
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2" Central + Spin orbit + Tensor + Rank 3

Crucial contributions
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Ground-state expectation value of the 3NF for the Ne 
and Mg isotopes. a, Ne; b, Mg. For each isotope, the second (orange), third 
(green) and fourth (red) columns depict, respectively, this quantity obtained 
with the 3NF of Gazit et al.80, that of Hebeler et al.77 and that of Hebeler et al. 

with single-particle energy shift (labelled ‘Hebeler et al.−0.5N ’) (Methods). For 
comparison, the same quantity by the Fujita–Miyazawa 3NF is shown by the 
first (blue) column.
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Fig. 24. The 3NF without and with �-isobar degrees of freedom. Arrows indicate the shift of strength when explicit �’s are added to the theory. Note that
the �-full theory consists of the diagrams involving �’s plus the �-less ones. Double lines represent �-isobars; remaining notation as in Fig. 1.

contributions due to intermediate �-excitations, expanded in powers of 1/�M , can be absorbed into a redefinition of the
LECs of the �-less theory. The corresponding shift of the LECs c3, c4 is given by

c3 = �2c4 = � h2
A

9�M
. (6.2)

Using hA = 3gA/
p
2 (large Nc value), almost all of c3 and an appreciable part of c4 is explained by the � resonance.

The studies of Refs. [56,221] confirm that a large amount of the intermediate-range attraction of the 2NF is shifted from
NNLO to NLO with the explicit introduction of the �-isobar. However, it is also found that the NNLO 2PE potential of the
�-less theory provides a very good approximation to the NNLO potential in the �-full theory.

The � isobar also changes the 3NF scenario, see Fig. 24. The leading 2PE 3NF is promoted to NLO. In the �-full theory,
this term has the same mathematical form as the corresponding term in the �-less theory, Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), provided
one chooses c1 = 0 and c3, c4 according to Eq. (6.2). Note that the other two NLO 3NF terms involving �’s vanish [222]
as a consequence of the antisymmetrization of the 3N states. The � contributions to the 3NF at NNLO [222] vanish at
this order, because the subleading N�⇡ vertex contains a time-derivative, which demotes the contributions by one order.
However, substantial 3NF contributions are expected at N3LO from one-loop diagrams with one, two, or three intermediate
�-excitations, which correspond to diagrams of order N4LO, N5LO, and N6LO, respectively, in the �-less theory. 3NF loop
diagrams with one and two �’s are included in the Illinois force [224] in a simplified way.

To summarize, the inclusion of explicit � degrees of freedom does certainly improve the convergence of the chiral
expansion by shifting sizable contributions from NNLO to NLO. On the other hand, at NNLO the results for the �-full and
�-less theory are essentially the same. Note that the �-full theory consists of the diagrams involving �’s plus all diagrams
of the �-less theory. Thus, the �-full theory is much more involved. Moreover, in the �-full theory, 1/MN 2NF corrections
appear at NNLO (not shown in Fig. 23), which were found to be uncomfortably large by Kaiser et al. [56]. Thus, it appears
that up to NNLO, the �-less theory is more manageable.

The situation could, however, change at N3LO where potentially large contributions enter the picture. It may be more
efficient to calculate these terms in the �-full theory, because in the �-less theory they are spread out over N3LO, N4LO
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III. RESULTS

In our previous study about nuclei belonging to 0f1p
shell, we have evidenced the crucial role played by the
NNN component of nuclear Hamiltonians derived by
way of ChPT, in order to provide SP energies and
TBMEs that may reproduce the shell evolution as ob-
served from the experiment [18]. We have seen that SP
energies and TBMEs of He↵ derived only from the NN

component own deficient monopole components, which
cannot provide the shell closures at N = 28 for both
48Ca and 56Ni.

On the above grounds, in our present work we are going
to deal only with He↵s that are derived with NN and
NNN components.
We start showing in Table II our calculated two-

neutron separation energies up to 70Ca, compared with
the available experimental data [10, 11, 40]. As previ-
ously mentioned, the neutron SP energies reported in
Table I are shifted to reproduce the experimental g.s.
energy of 41Ca with respect to 40Ca.

The results of our calculations, performed by way of
the shell-model code ANTOINE [36], are also presented
in Fig. 4 (black diamonds) to compare them with those
we have obtained in Ref. [18] where the model space we
have employed does not include the 0g9/2 orbital (blue
triangles). We report the experimental values as red dots.
We note that closure properties, related to the filling

of SP orbitals, are reflected in the behavior of both ex-
perimental and theoretical S2n.
As can be seen, data and calculated values show a

rather flat behavior up to N = 28, then a sudden drop
occurs at N = 30 that is a signature of the shell clo-
sure due to the 0f7/2 filling. Another decrease appears
at N = 34 because at that point the valence neutrons
start to occupy the 1p1/2 and 0f5/2 orbitals. Then, from
N = 36 on, the calculated curve is rather flat matching
the filling of 0f5/2, 0g9/2 orbitals.

The results obtained with both model spaces, the one
considered in present work with five neutron orbitals and
the other with four orbitals from Ref. [18], follow closely
the behavior of the experimental S2n up to N = 34, while
those obtained in our previous work provide an energy
drop between N = 34 and 36 much stronger than the
observed one.
This shell-closure properties of calcium isotopes can

obviously be also observed in the evolution of the excita-
tion energies of the yrast J⇡ = 2+ states with respect to
the number of neutrons N , as reported in Fig. 5.
It is noteworthy to observe that we obtain a better

agreement with experiment by including the 0g9/2 or-
bital. In fact, within such a model space, we better
reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
bound calcium isotopes at least up to N = 50. Actu-
ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
in contrast with data, a raise of the excitation energy of
the J

⇡ = 2+1 state between N = 32 and 34, and predict
the calcium drip line located at N = 38 at variance with

the recent observation of a bound 60Ca [2].
This testifies the need of a model space larger than the

standard one spanned by the 0f1p orbitals to perform a
reliable investigation of heaviest calcium isotopes.
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
taken from [10, 11, 40]. See text for details.

FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
the yrast J

⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.

It is now worth recalling that in the Introduction we
mentioned about the role that continuum states may play
in isotopic chains approaching their drip lines. In a recent
paper we investigated the neutron drip line of oxygen iso-
topes [43], which is experimentally placed at N = 24, by
writing the many-body Hamiltonian in the Berggren ba-
sis and deriving a He↵ , built up in terms of the present
chiral NN and NNN potentials, that accounts for con-
tinuum states. We have observed that this adds an addi-
tional repulsive e↵ect to the one provided by the NNN

component of the nuclear potential, and leads to a better
agreement with experiment too.
A similar procedure might be employed also to study

calcium isotopes, but the present limits of our compu-
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
taken from [10, 11, 40]. See text for details.
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reproduce the subshell closure at N = 34 and predict
bound calcium isotopes at least up to N = 50. Actu-
ally, the results obtained without 0g9/2 orbital provide,
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FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical two-neutron separation
energies for calcium isotopes from N = 22 to 50. Data are
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FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical excitation energies of
the yrast J

⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.
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⇡ = 2+ states for calcium isotopes from N = 22
to 50. See text for details.
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